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Abstract
In this paper refusal testing ideas are applied to dene a testing semantics for a
probabilistic process algebra A testing equivalence is dened by combining the
greater discriminatory power of refusal testing and a simple treatment of the prob
abilistic component of processes This testing equivalence is characterized by two
fully abstract denotational semantics The rst of them is based on probabilistic
refusal traces These traces condense the set of tests that a process passes with
probability greater than zero The second one is based on a probabilistic extension
of classical acceptance trees where semantic processes can be viewed as syntactic
normal forms
 Introduction
Research in Process Algebras aims to get a thorough knowledge of models
describing concurrent distributed systems and therefore to apply this knowl
edge to specify real systems more precisely This goal is met by adding to the
process algebras new operators which manage more complex features time
probability priority etc and which allow higher level descriptions closer to
reality But it is even more important the study of semantics to formally dene
the behavior of processes as well as orders and equivalences between them
To decide if two given processes are equivalent is not a simple question
and has not a single answer In fact it is even more interesting to be able
to manage several equivalences and to choose the most suitable one for every
context
In the process algebra literature there exist a number of semantic frame
works in which equivalences have been dened axiomatic denotational op
erational testing etc There also exist a number of process equivalence def

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initions bisimulations trace equivalence failures equivalence testing equiv
alence among others But they all follow the same philosophy quoting from
Milner 	
 the behavior of a system is exactly what is observable and to
observe a system is exactly to communicate with it that is equivalences
have to be dened taking into account the process capabilities of communi
cation with its environment without looking inside the internal structure of
processes
We consider a testing methodology  to be very suitable to accomplish
semantics for processes Most of concepts in testing can be varied such as the
kind of tests or when a test has been successfully applied This possibility of
parameterization allows us to study a wide variety of semantic equivalences
and relations between them inside a single methodology
In 	 an interesting notion of testing is studied Refusal Testing The
most important idea is to consider that an external observer can realize not
only when a process performs a given action but also under some circum
stances when a process refuses such an action that is when a process cannot
perform the given action In that paper a complete and sound set of axioms
is given for the induced testing equivalence furthermore an HML character
ization is given and used to compare refusal testing equivalence with strong
bisimulation 	
 and De Niccola  Hennessys testing equivalence 
 show
ing that refusal testing equivalence lies strictly between them The refusal
testing idea relies on the capability of distinguishing whether a process is sta
ble or divergent This distinction was already studied in 	 where intuitions
of process behaviors in terms of black boxes were given
The interest of embedding probabilistic notions into process algebras is ob
vious in order to perform a more qualitative analysis of concurrent distributed
systems which deal with statistical and probabilistic phenomena such as ran
dom algorithms and failure rates in a communication channel Several models
introduce probabilities into process algebras In  three dierent models are
presented reactive generative and stratied and semantics are dened using
bisimulation Inside the testing framework there are also several proposals
for probabilistic process algebras Some of them use tests without probabilis
tic information eg 			 while others do use probabilistic tests eg
				
We think that the inclusion of probabilities into process algebras is not an
easy task This is conrmed by the complexity of most probabilistic semantic
models Inside the testing framework we nd that simple semantics oer
weak distinctions between processes that is they identify too many processes
as they do not capture some probabilistic dierences On the other hand
models with a great distinction power are complicated eg they often require
normalization functions and they strongly use probabilistic information to
dierentiate processes It would be desirable to handle probabilities as simply
as possible as well as having ne enough semantic equivalences This is the
point on which we consider refusal testing helpful by combining the greater

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discriminatory power of refusal tests and a simple treatment of probabilistic
information we obtain a suitable equivalence
The rest of the paper is structured as follows In Section  we review the
syntax and operational semantics of our probabilistic process algebra In Sec
tion  we describe our notion of probabilistic refusal testing by dening the
set of valid tests the interaction between a process and a refusal test and the
testing equivalence To characterize the testing equivalence we achieve two
fully abstract denotational semantics Having two dierent alternative se
mantics instead of only one allows us to understand the model from dierent
angles Specically one of the semantics will have a more operational avor
where meaning is given to processes in terms of the actions they can execute
while the other semantics will have a more purely denotational avor where
meaning is given to processes in terms of certain semantic trees In Section 
we present the rst semantics which is based on probabilistic refusal traces
This semantics is closer to the testing semantics in the sense that traces will
encode the tests that a process passes with a probability greater than zero As
a simplication for the full abstraction proof we give a set of essential tests
In Section 
 we give a second semantics In this case we follow the classical
approach and the semantic objects are refusal probabilistic acceptance trees
which are a probabilistic version of acceptance trees  Finally in Section 
we present our conclusions and some lines for future work
 An Overview of PPA
In this section we briey review the basic concepts of the syntax and opera
tional semantics of PPA This probabilistic process algebra was dened in 	
so more details can be found there in particular intuitive explanations of the
operational semantics rules PPA features two probabilistic choice operators
as well as a recursion operator A parallel operator can be easily added to our
language see 	 but in this work we concentrate on this simpler language
As we intend to describe a new probabilistic testing model we have preferred
PPA to address some important issues such as recursion or divergence which
reveal signicant dierences between models before adding other operators
Denition  Given a set of actions Act and a set of identiers Id the set
of PPA processes is dened by the following BNF expression
P  Nil j  jX j aP j P 
p
P j P 
p
P j recXP
where p   	 a  Act and X  Id ut
From now on except as noted we only consider closed processes that
is processes without free occurrences of variables and we omit trailing oc
currences of Nil In this process algebra Nil is a deadlocked process  is a
divergent process aP denotes the action a prexing the process P  P 
p
Q
denotes an internal choice between P and Q with associated probability p
P 
p
Q is an external choice between P and Q with associated probability p

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Fig  Operational Semantics of PPA
and nally recXP is used to dene recursive processes
The set of rules dening the operational semantics is given in Figure 	
The only dierence with respect to 	 is that for the sake of clarity the
functions P

and P

have been replaced by the function liveP  and the
predicate stableP  respectively they are formally dened below
There are two types of transitions The intuitive meaning of a probabilistic
transition P
a

p
Q external transitions is that if the environment oers all
the actions in Act then the probability with which P performs a and then
behaves as Q is equal to p the meaning of P 
p
Q internal transitions is
that with probability p the process P evolves to Q without interaction with
the environment
In order to dene the operational semantics we have used two auxiliary
functions The predicate stableP  returns True i P cannot execute internal
transitions while liveP  returns 	 if the process can perform some action in
its rst step This last function is used in the rules EXT and EXT
 in
order to get the equivalence between the processes Q Q
p
Nil and Nil
p
Q
note that 
p
denotes an external choice
Denition  We dene the predicate stableP  over PPA processes as

stableNil  stableaP   True

stable  stableX  stableP


p
P

  stablerecXP   False

stableP


p
P

  stableP

  stableP


We dene the function liveP  over PPA processes as

liveNil  

liveaP   	

liveP


p
P

  maxliveP

 liveP


ut
Note that the function live  is dened only for stable processes In our
model if a transition can be derived in several ways each derivation generates

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a dierent instance of this transition so we consider multisets of transitions
Other approaches to solve the problem of handling dierent instances of tran
sitions are to index transitions eg  to increase the number of rules eg
	 to add the probabilities associated with these transitions eg  or
to dene a transition probability function eg  As shown in 	 our
operational semantics separates between internal and external transitions so
a process can perform an external transition only if it is stable Next we give
some examples to illustrate our operational semantics
Example  The process P

 a 


b has only two external transitions
P

a



Nil and P

b



Nil The process P

 a 


a has the external
transition P

a



Nil twice As we said previously we consider multisets of
transitions and this must be taken into account also when dening the testing
semantics
The process P
	
 a 


b has two internal transitions P
	



a and
P
	



b The process P


 a 


a has the internal transition P 


a
two times The same comment as for external choice is also valid here
The process P

 a 


b 


P

has two transitions P




a 


b
and P




P

 both transitions are internal Note that P

cannot evolve
by an external transition in its rst step In general external transitions
will be available once all the internal transitions have been executed if there
are a nite number of them Specically P

has the following sequences of
transitions
 P




a


b
a



Nil  P




a


b
b



Nil  P




P

  
The process P

 recXa 
p
X has an internal transition by unwinding
recursion P



a
p
recXa
p
X The new process can only evolve by an
internal transition see comment on P

 That is the only possible sequence
of transitions of P

is
P



a
p
P



a
p
a
p
P

 

  
Note that P

behaves as a divergent process ie it is operationally equivalent
to  because the action a is never executed This also happens in nonprob
abilistic models
On the other hand the process P

 recXa 
p
X is not equivalent to 
Actually the process a can be shown to be testing equivalent to P

 Indeed P

has at rst an internal transition to unwind recursion and then two internal
transitions leading to a and to P

 If we repeat the process again with P

we
have the following sequences of transitions
 P



a
p
P


p
a
a


Nil
 P



a
p
P


p
P



a
p
P


p
a
a


Nil
      
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Fig 	 Operational Semantics of Refusal Tests
We can observe that the probability of executing a preceded by an arbitrary
number of internal transitions is
P

i
p  	 p
i
 and this sum is equal to 	
 Probabilistic Refusal Testing
In 	 observational equivalence is intuitively described as two processes are
equivalent if an external observer cannot distinguish them by registering their
responses to the same stimuli In the testing framework the agents which play
a role in the observational equivalence are formally described the possible
behaviors of the observer that is the dierent stimuli the observer oers are
modeled by a set of tests the experiment itself is modeled by the interaction
system between the process and the observer test this interaction system
gives a response which we have to dene to be successful or not nally two
processes are dened to be testing equivalent if for every test the interpretation
of the responses of both interaction systems processes and test are the same
In this section we present our model of testing namely the set of tests
the interaction system a measure of success with respect to a given test and
nally the probabilistic refusal testing equivalence
Denition  We dene the set of refusal tests denoted by T  over the
alphabet Act 
g
Act  fg where a 
g
Act i a  Act and  is a new ac
tion not belonging to Act as the closed terms generated by the following BNF
expression
T  Nil j X j  j aT j aT j aT  aT j recXT
and verifying that in the clauses of the form aT  aT  the generic action
a denotes the same action that is b and

b for some b  Act this condition
cannot be expressed just by using a BNF expression	 ut
As we mentioned above the set of tests dene the behavior of the external
observer In 	 the intuitive and well known black box analogy where
processes are considered as black boxes with buttons is described as follows
An agent may be thought of as a black box equipped with a button for each
experiment It also has a green light which is lit i the process is proceeding
without responding to experiment To attempt an experiment e on agent P we
apply continuous pressure to the ebutton if the button goes down after some
time then P has accepted the experiment and if the green light goes o without

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the button moving then P has rejected the experiment While neither occurs
and if P  then it is possible that neither will occur we can conclude nothing
Let us explain following the black box analogy the meaning of our tests The
test aT would be to press the abutton and if it goes down then we continue
the experiment with the test T  The test aT would be to press the abutton
and if it does not go down and the green light is o meaning that the process is
stable

 then we continue the experiment with the test T  The test aTaT

allows the experiment to continue either if the process accepts the action a
with the test T  or if the process rejects the action a with the test T

 We
consider this kind of choice aT  aT

 more natural than that of oering
several actions simultaneously especially in the probabilistic case In other
probabilistic testing models with nonprobabilistic tests the test aT  bT

is
explained as pressing two buttons simultaneously but normalization functions
are usually needed to decide the probability of the continuation test The
situation is even more complicated if there are probabilities in tests The test
aT 
p
bT

is explained as pressing two buttons at the same time but with
dierent strength normalization functions are also needed On the contrary
probabilities are not necessary in the refusal testing choice A process can
execute a or cannot execute a there is no other possibility An observer which
follows probabilistic refusal testing ideas does not need to make calculations
to distinguish processes shehe gains very useful information to dierentiate
processes by recording the refused actions and not only the accepted ones
Besides tests like T 
p
T

have not been considered because they do not
have an intuitive interpretation in terms of black boxes Anyway as in most
probabilistic testing models if we would consider these tests we would obtain
that the probability with which a process passes a test T 
p
T

is equal to p
times the probability of passing T plus 	p times the probability of passing
T

by structural induction we could remove any occurrence of internal choices
in tests Finally given that recursion in processes allows potential innite
behaviors it seems natural to allow potential innite experiments that is why
we include recursive tests
The operational semantics of refusal tests see Figure  is very simple It
consists of six axioms and no rules are necessary As usual the new action 
will indicate successful termination of the test the action a has to be read as
to reject the action a accordingly the transition
a
 will take place if the
test observes that the tested process is stable and it is not able to perform the
action a
The interaction system describes how a process P is tested by a test T 
which is denoted by P j T  The rules describing how processes and tests
interact are given in Figure  We have a unique kind of transition 
p


The green light performance depends on the capability of deciding if a given process is
stable or not In  two possible implementations for the green light stable predicate are
described

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 Interaction Systems rules
which may be labeled by an action in Act 
g
Act  fg The probabilities
associated with these transitions just record the probabilistic branching of the
process that the test has explored that is no manipulation is done That is
why we do not need normalization functions Note that internal transitions
in tests can only be generated by unwinding recursions
Denition  Let P

be a process and T

be a test A computation is a
sequence of transitions of the form
C  P

j T

	

p

P

j T

	

p

  P
n
j T
n
	

p
n
P
n
j T
n
	

p
n
  
where 	 denotes either an empty label or an action in Act
g
Actfg A com
putation C is successful if there exists n   such that P
n
j T
n



Nil
In this case we say that lengthC  n We denote by

C
P

jT

the multi
set of successful computations from P

j T

 The probability of a successful
computation S is dened as PrS 
Q
lengthS
i
p
i
 We write P

pass
p
T

if
P
S


C
P

jT

PrS  p  ut
Let us notice that because of the rule SYS for any computation at
most one label can be equal to  So it is not necessary to add a condition
in the denition of successful computations like 
n

 n 	  T
n



 Let us
also remark that P pass
p
T i p  lim
n
P
S


C
P jT
fPrS j lengthS  ng
Now we give a notion of testing equivalence with respect to the set of refusal
tests
Denition  Let P and Q be PPA processes We write P  Q i for any
T  T if P pass
p
T and Q pass
q
T then we have p  q ut
We could have dened our equivalence by dening a preorder but we are
more interested in the induced equivalence than in the preorder by itself Let
us comment on some of the features of our model by providing some simple
examples and by comparing it with other models like 	 and 	 In the
former we will consider that internal choices can be simulated by prexing
with  both components of the unique choice of the model

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First   Nil Indeed Nil can refuse any action because it satises the
stable predicate so Nil passes all the tests of the form a for all a  Act
with probability equal to 	 but  does not pass any test where does not
pass is intended to mean pass with probability 
It is possible to distinguish between internal and external choice For
example the processes a
p
b and a
p
b are not equivalent because the former
does not pass the test

b while the latter passes it with a probability equal
to p
We can also capture contextual dierences For example the process
a b 
p

c 
p
a a 
p

b is not equivalent to a a 
p


b 
p


c for any
  p


 p


 	 because the test a a is passed with a probability equal
to p by the rst process while it is not passed by the second one
In the previous examples we found a test which is passed by one of the
processes while it is not passed by the other one We need the probabilistic
information of the processes to dierentiate them just when it is strictly nec
essary For instance P  a
p
b and Q  a
q
b pass with probability greater
than zero the same tests and the only way to dierentiate them is taking into
account the probabilities of passing those tests For example both of them
pass a but with dierent probabilities p and q respectively In the models
cited above in order to dierentiate P and Q more complex tests are needed
like a 
r
b or a 
r
 in 	 or like a 
r
  in 	 We consider
that manipulation of probabilities leads to some rather unnatural results For
example in most of nonprobabilistic models PQ  PQ PQ holds
but this equivalence cannot be lifted to probabilistic models like the ones cited
above On the contrary in our probabilistic refusal model this equivalence can
be lifted due to the simple use of probabilities so P


p
P


q
P


r
P

 is
equivalent to P


p

P

for an expected value p

 q  p 	 q  r
We nd these examples illustrate that in spite of testing with a quite
dierent class of tests the probabilistic refusal testing equivalence is quite
natural
 Probabilistic Refusal Traces
In this section we achieve a denotational semantics associating with each pro
cess a set of probabilistic refusal traces in short prt  A prt is a pair where
the rst component is an alternating sequence between sets of refusal actions
and actions 

A

a


A

a

   and the second component is a real number in the
interval 	 Intuitively speaking a prt is a pattern for a family of sequential
refusal tests and the common probability with which each of the tests of that
family is passed The full abstraction proof of this semantics with respect to
the testing semantics is addressed in two steps rst the testing equivalence
wrt sequential tests is shown to be the same as the testing equivalence wrt
the whole family of tests second we dene a refusal closure which transforms
the prts of a process into the sequential tests that are passed by the process

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with a probability greater than zero

 Semantic Functions
Now we will dene a semantics for syntactic processes The idea is to relate
each process P to the set of tests that P passes with a probability greater
than zero As Proposition  will show we can concentrate on sequential
tests Even though the set of tests that a process passes is innite those tests
share some common structures
We will use the term probabilistic refusal traces for those patterns that
describe intensionally a family of tests As we are also interested in the prob
ability with which a process passes a test our semantic domain will also
consider probabilities
Denition  The semantic domain denoted by pRT is given by the pow
erset PRT  	 where the set RT Refusal Traces	 is dened by the BNF
expression s 

A j

Aas where

A 
g
Act and a  Act In other words refusal
traces are sequences of the form s 

A

a


A

   a
n

A
n
for n   if n  
then s 

A

	
Let RR

be elements of pRT We write R v
pRT
R

if for all s p  R
there exists q  p such that s q  R

 We write R 
pRT
R

if R v
pRT
R

and R

v
pRT
R ut
It is easy to prove that pRT

pRT
v
pRT
 is a complete partial order cpo
just considering that the empty set is the minimum element and that the
least upper bound of a chain is the union of the corresponding sets of prt
probability pairs
The semantic functions try to condense the sequential tests which a process
passes with a probability greater than zero expressed as prts Next we
intuitively express the semantics of processes in terms of tests and refusals
 Neither accepts nor refuses any action
Nil Refuses any action in Act with a probability equal to 	
aP Refuses any action except a with a probability 	 and if P pass
p
T 
then any sequence of refusal actions in
g
Actfag followed by a and then
followed by T is passed by aP with the same probability p
P


p
P

Passes and refuses the same tests that P

and P

but changing the
associated probabilities according to p
P


p
P

Due to the simplicity of the interaction system the external choice
between two processes passes and refuses almost the same tests as the
internal choice between those processes The dierence is just in the set
of actions that can be refused initially  It is also necessary to consider
the special cases when one of the processes is divergent or deadlocked
recXT As usual the semantics of recursive processes is given by the limit
of the nite approximations providing that the semantic functions are
	
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continuous
Now we dene some auxiliary functions which will be useful when dening
the semantic functions
Denition  We dene the function 
p
 pRT  pRT  pRT for all
p   	 as
R


p
R

 fs q

 p j s q

 	 R


 p s p 	 R

g
 fs q

  p j s q

 	 R


 p s p 	 R

g
 fs q

 p  q

  p j s q 	 R


 s q

 	 R

g
This function is like a union of sets of refusal traces but it takes care of adding
probabilities if a given refusal trace belongs to both prts
The function ini  pRT  pRT is dened as
iniR  f

A p j 

A p  Rg
This function returns the prts from R whose refusal trace is just a set of refusal
actions
The functions    pRT P
g
Act  pRT are dened as
R 

A  f

A



A s p j 

A

s p  Rg
R

A  f

Aas p j 

Aas p  Rg
The function R 

A for every prt  R removes from the rst set of refusal
actions the actions belonging to

A so the resulting prt cannot refuse any action
in A The function R

A returns the prts in R whose initial refusal set of
actions is

A that is the continuations of

A in R
Finally the function   pRT  	  pRT is dened as
R  p  fs q  p j s q  Rg
This function is used to modify the probabilities of the prts included in R ut
In order to formalize the semantics for the syntactic processes we dene a
semantic operator for every syntactic operator as follows
  
Nil  f
g
Act 	g
a P   f
g
Act fag 	g  f
g
Act fag a s p j s p  P g
P


p
P

  P

 
p
P

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The semantic operator corresponding to the external choice is more com
plicated First we present the distinguished and simpler cases
P

 
p
P

 







 if P

    P

  
P

 if P

  f
g
Act 	g
P

 if P

  f
g
Act 	g
These special cases consider whether one of the processes is divergent ie
equivalent to  or if it is deadlocked ie equivalent to Nil Now let us
consider the more general case that is semantic processes not being equivalent
to divergence nor deadlock In this case the values of the function ini applied
to P and Q will have the following shape for some nm greater than zero
iniP

  f
g
Act

A

 q

     
g
Act

A
n
 q
n
g
iniP

  f
g
Act

B

 r

     
g
Act

B
m
 r
m
g
For the sake of simplicity in the forthcoming expression we consider the fol
lowing conventions
R
i
 P 
g
Act

A
i
 for i  f	ng
S
j
 Q
g
Act

B
j
 for j  f	mg
and we nally dene the semantic operator for the external choice in the
general case as
P


p
P

 

i  f	ng
j  f	mg
f
g
Act

A
i


B
j
 q
i
r
j
gR
i
 B
j
r
j

p
S
j
 A
i
q
i

where the function
U
is just a union of sets of prts that adds the probabilities
of the prts whose refusal trace is shared by more than one of the sets
Essentially in the denition of the semantics corresponding to the external
choice operator we have dened the initial prts of the external choice between
two processes from the initial ones of each of the processes Each prt of the
form 

A p comes from an internal choice so these internal choices have to
be resolved before any visible action is executed leading to a cross product
of internal choices ending in a number of local external choices Then the
continuation of every of these external choices is the union according to the
probability of the external choice operator performed by 
p
 of those con
tinuations corresponding to each of the processes but rst it is necessary to
update the beginnings of the refusal traces according to the new context in
the external choice performed by the  function and it is also necessary to
	
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modify the probability according to the previous internal choices performed
by q
i
and r
j
resp Finally some of the prts that we have built may need
to unify because they are the same refusal trace but they come from dierent
paths performed by
U

Finally taking into account the proposition below we can dene the se
mantic operator for recursion in terms of the minimum x point as
recXP  

G
n
P
n
 where P

  and P
n
 PfP
n
Xg
Proposition  The semantic functions dened for the prex internal and
external choice operators are continuous
Proof Sketch It is enough to prove that all the operators involved in the
previous denitions are continuous It is easy to prove that the functions

p
   p  and
U
are continuous ut
In the following section we will address the full abstraction Now we present
some examples for the semantics of some syntactic terms in our process alge
bra
Example  Let us consider the alphabet Act  fa b cg and the following
processes P

 aNil P

 bNil Q

 P




P

and Q

 P




P


The semantics for Nil is dened as
Nil  f
g
Act 	g
The semantics of P

and P

are based on that of Nil and the current alphabet
P

  aNil  ff

bcg 	g  ff

bcg a
g
Act 	g
P

  bNil  ffacg 	g  ffacg b
g
Act 	g
Next we present two external choices between P

and P

with dierent asso
ciated probabilities
Q

  a


b  ffcg 	g  ffcg a
g
Act

	
g  ffcg b
g
Act

	
g
Q

  a


b  ffcg 	g  ffcg a
g
Act

	
g  ffcg b
g
Act

	
g
Finally we show that the process aNil


bNil


aNil


bNil is equiv
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alent to aNil


bNil
Q




Q

  Q

 


Q




ffcg 	g  ffcg a
g
Act

	
  ffcg b
g
Act

	
g





ffcg 	g  ffcg a
g
Act

	
g  ffcg b
g
Act

	
g

 ffcg 	g  ffcg a
g
Act


g  ffcg b
g
Act


g
 a


b

 Full Abstraction
In the following we will prove that in order to achieve the testing equivalence
we can restrict the whole set of tests to the family of sequential tests
Denition  We dene the following families of tests
f
T is the set of nite
tests ie nite tests without occurrences of the recXT clause	 that is the
tests dened by the BNF expression T  Nil j  j aT j aT j aT  aT  The
set
sf
T is the set of successful sequential nite tests ie without occurrences
of the aT  aT operator and nishing with 	 that is the tests dened by
the BNF expression T   j aT j aT 
Let P and Q be PPA processes and F  T be any family of tests We
dene the testing equivalence wrt the family F  denoted 
F
	 as P 
F
Q
i for any T  F  P pass
p
T and Q pass
q
T then p  q ut
The following results show that the set of refusal tests can be reduced
preserving the testing equivalence with the result that
sf
T has the same dis
criminatory power as the full set of tests T  First we remove innite tests
Lemma  Let PQ be processes Then P 
f
T
Q i P  Q
Proof The right to left implication is obvious The proof of the left to right
implication is done by contradiction First we suppose that P and Q pass
any nite test with the same probability but that there exists a recursive test
T such that P pass
p
T  Q pass
q
T  and p  q So
p  lim
n
X
S


C
P jT
fPrSjlengthS  ng  lim
n
X
S


C
QjT
fPrSjlengthS  ng  q
Let  actionsS be equal to the number of transitions appearing in S labeled
by an action belonging to the set Act 
g
Act  fg If we have the previous
	
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inequality it is obvious that we also have
p  lim
n
X
S


C
P jT
fPrS j actionsS  ng
 lim
n
X
S


C
QjT
fPrS j actionsS  ng  q
If these two limits are dierent then there exist n

such that for all n  n

we have
X
S


C
P jT
fPrS j actionsS  ng 
X
S


C
QjT
fPrS j actionsS  ng
Let us consider the nite test T

resulting from T by unwinding n

times every
occurrence of recursion in T  and then replacing any occurrence of recursion
by Nil We have that T

can execute the same sequences of transitions S such
that  actionsS  n

as T note that in the sequences corresponding to T
there can be additional internal transitions but they will have probability 	
So P j T

resp Q j T

 can execute the same computations as P j T such that
 actionsS  n

resp Q j T  and so we get by the last unequality that
the probabilities with which P and Q pass T

are dierent so P 
f
T
Q ut
Proposition 	 Let PQ be PPA processes Then P 
sf
T
Q i P  Q
Proof The right to left implication is obvious The proof of the left to right
implication proceeds by structural induction over the set of tests showing that
if there exists a nite test T such that it distinguishes P and Q then there
exists T


sf
T such that T

distinguishes P and Q By the previous lemma
we can remove innite tests
 
sf
T If T  bT

 for b  Act 
g
Act then by the inductive hypothesis
there exists T


with the required conditions for T

 So T

 bT


distinguishes
P and Q and T


sf
T
If T  aT

 aT

 then we have
X
S


C
P j T
PrS 
X
S


C
P j a	T

PrS 
X
S


C
P j 
a	T

PrS 
X
S


C
Q j a	T

PrS 
X
S


C
Q j 
a	T

PrS 
X
S


C
Q j T
PrS
So if the two sums are dierent then either
P
S


C
P j a	T

PrS 
P
S


C
Q j a	T

PrS
or
P
S


C
P j 
a	T

PrS 
P
S


C
Q j 
a	T

PrS In both cases by the inductive hypoth
esis we get T


 T


with the required conditions for T

and T

respectively and
either aT


or aT


both in
sf
T distinguishes P and Q ut
Taking into account the previous proposition in order to prove the full
abstraction of our semantics it is enough to relate the set of prts of a process
and the set of successful sequential nite tests that the process passes with a
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probability greater than zero To accomplish this goal we dene the refusal
closure function RC  pRT  P
sf
T  	 which transforms a set of prts
into sets of sequential tests
Denition 
 The refusal closure of a prt r denoted by RCr is dened
as the smallest set satisfying the following conditions

If r  

A

 p then
  p  RCr
 if T p  RCr and a 

A

then aT p  RCr

If r  

A

a

s p then
 if T p  RCs p then a

T p  RCr
 if T p  RCr and a 

A

then aT p  RCr
The previous function can be easily generalized to cover sets of prts just as
RCR 
S
r
R
RCr where this union has to be intended as adding the
probabilities asociated with the same test that is
T p  RCR i p 
X
r
i

R
fj p
i
j T p
i
  RCr
i
 jg  
ut
The main result of our paper is presented in the next proposition which
allows us to recover the tests contained in the semantics of a process showing
that in fact these tests are those passed by the corresponding process
Proposition  Let P be a PPA process and let us consider the set of
sequential tests T
s
P   fT p j P pass
p
T  T 
sf
T  p  g Then
RCP   T
s
P 
Proof Sketch First RCP   T
s
P  can be proved by structural induc
tion over processes We will sketch the proof of RCP   T
s
P 
The proof will be done by a nested induction a structural one over pro
cesses and another one over the length of tests
We will give the main lines of the proof for external choice the proof
is easier for the rest of the operators We only need to consider the case
where P  P


p
P

is stable For non stable choices given that the process
is operationally equivalent to a generalized internal choice between stable
external choices the proof is made by combining the proof of internal choice
and that of stable external choice So let P  P


p
P

be a stable choice By
the inductive hypothesis we have T
s
P

  RCP

 and T
s
P

  RCP


The base case that is tests having length equal to 	 only consists of the test
	
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 and given that P is stable it will be passed with probability 	
  	 T
s
P  P

pass

 
 P

pass

 because P

and P

are stable
   	 RCP

 
   	 RCP

 by the ih
 
g
Act

A
i
  	 P
i
 for i 	 f 	g by def of RC and stability
 
g
Act

A



A

  	 P


p
P

 by def of the semantics
   	 RCP


p
P

 by def of RC
In the inductive case we consider sequential tests having length equal to
n	 We must distinguish between those tests whose rst action is an action
a  Act and those whose rst action is an action a 
g
Act In the rst case
that is we have a test T  aT

 the proof follows basically the same steps
as for  p applying the inductive hypothesis over processes and stability of
P  If the rst action is a refusal action we have
aT

 q 	 T
s
P   T

 q 	 T
s
P  by stability of P and SYS
 T

 q 	 RCP  by ih over the length of tests
 aT

 q 	 RCP  by def of RC
ut
Theorem  Let PQ be processes in PPA P  Q i P  
pRT
Q
Proof The left to right implication is easy given that if P  
pRT
Q then
a sequential test distinguishing P and Q can be easily dened The right to
left implication is straightforward from Propositions  and  ut
 Refusal Acceptance Trees
In this section we will dene a fully abstract denotational semantics with
respect to  using refusal probabilistic acceptance trees These trees can be
viewed as normal forms of syntactic processes First we introduce the notion
of probabilistic state which will be used when dening the labels of the
trees
Denition  Let A  Act 	 We dene the multiset of actions of A as
ActA  fj ajp  a p  A jg We say that A is a probabilistic	 state if every
a  Act appears at most one time in ActA and either
P
fj p j a p  A jg
is equal to  when A  	 or it is equal to 	 For each state A we dene
the probability of a in A denoted by proa A as p if a p  A and as  if
a  ActA ut
From now on we will omit the term probabilistic when referring to proba
bilistic states Note that if A is a state then we have that ActA is a set and
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Nil


a 




fa g 

a




 
a













fb g 
a
b
b

fa


 b


g fa


 c


g







c

fd g 
d



fd g 



d

recX aX


fa g 
a
  

fa g 
a
  
a 





fa g 




a
H
H
H
H
H
a
a
a
a
a
a
P  a b  


bNil


a d  


c d 



P
Fig  Examples of Refusal Acceptance Trees
so proa A makes sense The semantic domain denoted by RPAT
Act
 of re
fusal probabilistic acceptance trees over Act in short rpat is the set of rooted
trees with two kinds of nodes internal nodes labeled by  and external
nodes labeled by  that satisfy

The root is an internal node

Arcs outgoing from internal nodes are labeled by state probability pairs
denoted by p
A
A The sum of these probabilities must be less than or
equal to 	 These arcs reach external nodes Additionally there cannot be
two states having the same associated set of actions an example is given
below

Arcs outgoing from external nodes are labeled by the actions in the state
labeling the incoming arc For any action in that state there must be a
unique arc labeled by this action These arcs reach internal nodes
Note that the sum of probabilities associated with outgoing arcs from in
ternal nodes can be less than one The dierence between this sum and 	
denotes the probability of divergence We usually will denote by RR

   
the elements of RPAT
Act
and by P 
R
the semantics of P in the refusal ac
ceptance trees model Some examples of refusal acceptance trees are given in
Fig 
Let us comment that the only dierence between these trees and probabilis
tic acceptance trees as dened in 	 is that if a tree has several states having
the same set of actions associated with them but with dierent probability
distributions among the actions in the state these states must be joined in one
state For example a c


b d


a c


b e  a c


b d


e
so the states fa



 b
	


g and fa
	


 b



g of the rst process must be
joined resulting in fa


 b


g These two processes are not equivalent
using the generative interpretation of probabilities used in 	 for instance
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the test aNil 


b distinguishes between them This is illustrated in
Figure 
 The following denition introduces a function for accessing rpats
as well as the semantic preorder which is dened from this function
Denition  Let R be a rpat and A be a state We dene pRA as p
A
if there exists an outgoing arc labeled p
A
A from the root node of R If there
does not exist such an arc then pRA  
Let A be a state such that p
A
 pRA   and a such that there exists p
such that a p  A We dene RA a as the tree whose root is the internal
node reached by the arc labeled with a originating in the external node reached
by the arc labeled with p
A
 A
Let s  hA

a

 A

a

     A
n
a
n
i be a sequence such that for any i there
exists p
i
such that a
i
 p
i
  A
i
and A
i
is a state We inductively dene
pR s A as
pR  A  pRA
pR hA

a

i  s A  pRA

  pRA

 a

 s A
Let R

 R

be rpats We write R

v
R
R

i for any sequence s we have
pR

 s A  pR

 s A We write R


R
R

i R

v
R
R

and R

v
R
R


ut
Intuitively speaking pR s A computes the probability with which the
state A is reached after going through the sequence s from the root of the
tree R Let us note that in order to dene the reachable states for a pro
cess it is not enough to use sequences of actions Similarly to probabilistic
acceptance trees we must know which state executed the action because con
tinuations after the same action in dierent states are not joined so we must
use sequences of state action pairs In other words we assume a suitable en
vironment that chooses the actions of s at each stage and so the probabilities
of external choices are not considered
It is easy to prove that RPAT
Act
v
R
 is a complete partial order cpo
The minimum element is the tree such that for all s and A pR s A  
Besides given a chain fR
i
g
i
IN
 its least upper bound is the tree R such that
for all s and A pR s A  limpR
i
 s A
From the values of pR s A we can easily rebuild the tree R We will
use this fact in order to implicitly dene the rpats returned by the semantic
functions Now we dene the semantic functions corresponding to the syntac
tic operators For the case of Nil  and prex the same denitions as those
in 	 are valid
 pNil
R
 s A 



	 if s    A  
 otherwise
 p
R
 s A   
s A
	
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



 
a











fd g 




fc g 
a
b
fa


 b


g fa


 b


g







b



fc g 




fe g 
H
H
H
H
H
a
a
a
a
a
a
Semantics of P in PAT
Act












fc g 
a
b
Semantics of P in RPAT
Act















a
a
a
a
a
a
fa


 b


g 
fd g
fe g
P  a c 


b d


a c 


b e
Fig  Dierences between Refusal and Probabilistic Acceptance Trees
 paR s A 









	 if s    A  fa 	g
pR s

 A if s  hfa 	g ai  s

 otherwise
Unfortunately the semantic function for the internal choice is not so sim
ple In the current framework we must consider if both components have
states with the same set of actions Even if these actions have dierent proba
bilities associated with them both states must be joined We also must know
which component executed an action in order to dene the states after a se
quence of state action pairs First we give an auxiliary denition for joining
two states
Denition  Let X Y be states and p   	 We dene the union of the
states X and Y with associated probability p as
X
p
Y 








X if Y  
Y if X  
fa p  proaX   p  proa Y  j a 	 ActX ActY g otherwise
ut
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In order to dene the root of the new tree we must consider if both trees
have states having the same set of actions
pR


p
R

  A



























p  pR

  A if  A

 ActA  ActA


 pR

  A

  
	 p  pR

  A if  A

 ActA  ActA


 pR

  A

  
p  pR

  A


 	 p  pR

  A


if ActA  ActA

  ActA


 A  A


p

A

 pR

  A

 pR

  A

  
 otherwise
where the value p

appearing in the third case is given by
p


p  pR

  A


p  pR

  A

  	 p  pR

  A


Now we will dene the function corresponding to nonempty sequences
that is we will dene the rest of the tree under the root
pR


p
R

 hAai  s

 X  pR


p
R

  A





















pR

A a s

 X if  A

 ActA  ActA


 pR

  A

  
pR

A a s

 X if  A

 ActA  ActA


 pR

  A

  
pR

A

 a
q
R

A

 a s

 X if ActA  ActA

  ActA


 A  A


p

A

 pR

  A

 pR

  A

  
where the values q and p

are given by
q 
p  pR

  A

  proa A


p  pR

  A

  proa A

  	 p  pR

  A

  proa A


p


p  pR

  A


p  pR

  A

  	 p  pR

  A


Intuitively if only one of the trees contributes to the state of the rst pair
of the sequence that is the state A then we must calculate the probability
with which this tree after evolving from the corresponding state and the
corresponding action of the sequence reaches the state X On the other hand
if both trees contribute then both trees evolve and a new internal choice must
	
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be considered whose parameter is a value built from the parameters of the rst
internal choice from the probabilities of the rst action of the sequence in both
states and from the probabilities of reaching the corresponding states The
semantic function 
p
can be generalized to an arbitrary number of arguments
Denition  Let R

     R
n
be rpats and   p

     p
n
be values such
that
P
p
i
 	 We inductively dene the generalized internal choice of the
trees R
i
with associated probabilities p
i
as


M
i
	R

 R


n
M
i
p
i
R
i
 R


p

n
M
i

p
i
	 p

 R
i
ut
Now we will dene the semantic function corresponding to the external
choice but rst we present an auxiliary denition
Denition  Let X  Act a set of actions A

     A
n
be states such that
ActA

      ActA
n
  X and p

     p
n
  such that
P
p
i
 	
We dene the sum of states A
i
with associated probabilities p
i
 denoted by
P
p
i
 A
i
 as the state such that

 a  Act  proa
X
p
i
 A
i
 
n
X
i
p
i
 proa A
i

Given a set of actions X we dene its associated state in R


p
R

 denoted
by state R

 R

 X as
state R

 R

X 
X
X ActA


ActA



pR

A

  pR

A


fR

R

X
 A


p
A


where fR

 R

 X 
X
X ActB


ActB


pR

 B

  pR

 B

 ut
The function
P
p
i
 A
i
 returns a new state built from the states A
i
 where
the probability associated with an action a is calculated from those of a in
each state multiplied by p
i
 The function stateR

 R

 X returns the unique
state if any in the tree R


p
R

whose associated set of actions is X
Now we can dene the root of the new tree Similarly to the internal
choice we must consider that a state in the new tree can be the union of

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several states of both components
pR


p
R

  A 











X
ActA ActB
ActC
pR

  B  pR

  C if A  state R

 R

ActA
 otherwise
Denition  Let R

 R

be trees   p  	 A

 A

be states such that
pR

  A

 pR

  A

   and a  Act such that a  ActA

  ActA


We dene the continuation of the composition of R

and R

with associated
probability p after A

 A

 and a as
contR

 R

 A

 A

 a p 








R

A

 a if a 	 ActA

ActA


R

A

 a if a 	 ActA

ActA


R

A

 a
q
R

A

 a if a 	 ActA

 ActA


where the value q is given by
q 
p  proa A


p  proa A

  	 p  proa A


We dene the probability associated with a in the states A

and A

of the
composition of R

and R

as
	R

 R

 A

 A

 a p  pR

  A

  pR

  A

  proa A


p
A


ut
Using the previous denition the tree under the root can be dened in a
very concise way and it is given by
pR


p
R

 hAai  s

 X 
pR


p
R

  A  p
M
ActA ActA


ActA



R

R

A

A

ap
fR

R

apA
 contR

 R

 A

 A

 a p s

X
where fR

 R

 a p A 
X
ActA ActB
ActC
	R

 R

 B C a p
Intuitively in order to get the continuation of the tree R


p
R

after it
executes the action a from the state A we must consider all the states of R

and R

such that the union of their sets of actions is equal to ActA this
is essentially computed by the function cont If A  state R

 R

ActA
which is controlled by the factor pR


p
R

  A then we must consider the

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states of R

and R

such that a belongs to them Then the continuation of the
tree R


p
R

will be the generalized internal choice of the continuations of the
trees R

and R

after they execute the action a from the states contributing
to the state A the function 	 computes the probabilities according to those
of the corresponding states associated with the components of this internal
choice
Proposition 	 The functions a  RPAT
Act
 RPAT
Act
 and the func
tions 
p

p
 RPAT
Act
RPAT
Act
 RPAT
Act
are continuous
Proof The proof is easy but cumbersome There could exist a problem be
cause the function giving the continuation of a tree RA a is not monotone
but we have pR  A  pRA a s X  pR hAai  sX and this result
is enough ut
As usual knowing that all the semantic operators are continuous the
semantics of recursion is dened as the limit of the nite approximations that
is
recX P X
R


G
n
P
n

R
where P

  and P
n
 PfP
n
Xg
In the rest of this section we will show that this denotational semantics is
fully abstract with respect to the testing equivalence First we will describe
a more friendly view of rpats A rpat can be thought as an internal choice
between states where each state is an external choice between the actions
belonging to the state So a generic element of RPAT can be seen as
R 
M
A
i
p
i

X
a
ij

A
i
p
ij
 a
ij
R
ij
where A
i
are states such that if i  j then ActA
i
  ActA
j
 and
P
p
i
 	
Also if A
i
  then
P
p
ij
  and if A
i
  then
P
p
ij
 	
Now we will dene a function relating rpats and sequential tests Intu
itively this function computes the probability with which a semantic process
viewed as a syntactic one passes a sequential test
Denition 
 Let R be a rpat and T be a sequential test We dene the
function probR T  as follows
probR T  












P
A
i
fj p
i
j pR A
i
  p
i
jg if T  
P
a
A
i






p
i
 proaA
i

probRA
i
 a T







pR A
i
  p
i





	
if s  aT

probR
a
 T

 if s  aT

where R
a
is built from R by deleting the initial states A
i
 such that a  A
i

That is if R 
M
A
i
p
i

X
a
ij

A
i
p
ij
a
ij
R
ij
 then R
a

M
a
A
i
p
i

X
a
ij

A
i
p
ij
a
ij
R
ij

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ut
The following result states that the previous function is sound The proof
proceeds along the same lines as the proof of Proposition 
Proposition  Let P be a PPA process and T be a sequential test Then
P pass
p
T i probP  T   p
Now using Propositions  and 
 we get our full abstraction result
Theorem  Let PQ be PPA processes P  
R
Q i P 
sf
T
Q i
P  Q
 Conclusions
We have presented a probabilistic version of refusal testing for a process al
gebra with divergence and recursion By combining a simple treatment of
probabilistic information and a stronger observational power of refusal tests
we have obtained a simple and natural testing equivalence
To shed light on our work we achieved two fully abstract denotational
semantics which allow us to understand the model from dierent approaches
The rst semantics is based on probabilistic refusal traces and it associates
in the last analysis a process with the set of sequential tests that it passes
with a probability greater than zero One important result is that sequential
tests have the same discriminatory power as the whole set of tests This result
is used to prove the full abstraction with respect to the testing semantics
The second semantics is based on refusal probabilistic acceptance tress and
it associates in the last analysis processes with some kind of normal form
This characterization shows how refusal testing equivalence identies more
processes than that of 	
In order to complete the analysis of probabilistic refusal testing we plan as
a future work to dene a complete axiomatization for our testing semantics
We expect this axiomatization to show that our refusal testing equivalence
has enough discriminatory power but still preserves some desirable equiva
lences like P


p
P

 
q
P


r
P

  P


p

P

for p

 p  q  	  q  r
This equivalence corresponds to lifting the idempotent law in nonprobabilistic
models to a probabilistic setting The previous equivalence does not hold in
many probabilistic models which distinguish more processes than our equiv
alence Even though our equivalence distinguishes less processes than usual
generative probabilistic models we could get the same distinguishing power
just by adding a probabilistic external choice operator into tests
Acknowledgments We would like to thank the anonymous referees of this
paper for their valuable comments specially one who pointed out a mistake
in a previous version
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